ERIC DEYERL, P.E.
Dial Engineering
10736 Jefferson Boulevard  Suite 519
Culver City, CA  90230
(310) 670-3600
e-mail: edeyerl@dialeng.com

Expertise:  Accident reconstruction; failure analysis; vehicle dynamics; computer simulation; accident site documentation; visualization/exhibit production.

CHRISTOPHER A. GAYNER
Expert Reconstruction Company, L.L.C.
1187 Coast Village Road  Suite 105
Santa Barbara, CA  93108
(888) 687-1334 mobile (805) 689-0192
e-mail chris@expertreconstruction.com

Expertise: Accident reconstruction; product defect investigation; restraint systems design and analysis; occupant kinematic analysis; vehicle crashworthiness.

DANIEL J. MAHONEY  ACTAR #622
5391 Fernbank Drive
Concord, CA 94521-5429
(925) 648-3605
e-mail: dan@tccinc.org
WEB  www.tccinc.org

Expertise: General accident investigation and reconstruction; hazardous material investigations; low-speed collisions; skidmark analysis; motorcycle collisions; certified CDR Download Operator.

MICHAEL C. OLIVEIRA
669 Bridgewater Circle
Danville, CA 94526-3640
(925) 820-4965
(925) 872-9764 cell
e-mail: mikejmg@pacbell.net

Expertise: Accident reconstruction; vehicle operation and tactics; photography; video reconstruction; diagramming; damage analysis; Vehicle Crash Data Retrieval (CDR-systems) certified and equipped; VisualStatement FX3 and EdgeFX certified and equipped.

GREGORY S. PFEIFLE
P.O. Box 1987
Thousand Oaks, CA 91358-0911
(818) 989-8381
e-mail: GregSP@juno.com

Expertise: Collision investigation and reconstruction.
RICHARD C. RINKER
21725 Birch Hill Drive
Diamond Bar, CA 91765
(213) 221-4415
e-mail: rcrinker@aol.com

Expertise: General accident reconstruction - automobiles, motorcycles, pedestrians; accident investigation training; traffic safety consultation; environmental defects; hazardous materials transportation - legal aspects of transportation of hazardous materials under CFR 49.

KURT D. WEISS
Case Study Collision Science, LLC
1221 State Street, Box 92101
Santa Barbara, CA 93190
(805) 242-6424
e-mail: kweiss@casestudycollision.com

Expertise: Accident reconstruction, seat belt analysis and forensic testing

COLORADO

DAVID W. LOHF ACTAR #1081
Accident Reconstruction Services, Inc.
8100 Ralston Road Suite 121
Arvada, CO 80002
(303) 403-9045
(303) 403-9401 FAX
e-mail: dlohf@msn.com

Expertise: Traffic accident investigation and reconstruction; commercial vehicle collision investigation and reconstruction; forensic mapping and diagramming; instruction in motor fleet accident prevention and collision investigation.

WILLIAM R. MAEL ACTAR #42
Crash Science & Technologies, L.L.C.
2331 Hampshire Court
Fort Collins, CO 80526
(970) 482-7575 telephone and FAX
(970) 222-7680 cell
e-mail: billmael@gmail.com

Expertise: All levels of accident reconstruction; motorcycle accidents; computer-aided accident reconstruction.

MICHAEL A. MIRANDA
Mj Investigation, L.L.C.
P.O. Box 524
Belgrade, ME 04917
(719) 694-6343
e-mail: mike@mji.expert
website: www.mji.expert

Expertise: Accident reconstruction: motorcycle, auto-ped; 3D animation.
ARNOLD G. WHEAT  ACTAR #226
Accident Reconstruction Services, Inc.
8100 Ralston Road Suite 121
Arvada, CO 80002
(303) 403-9045
(303) 403-9401 FAX
e-mail: arnold@crashlogistics.com

Expertise: Traffic accident investigation and reconstruction; investigation of accidents involving truck tractors and semi-trailers; low-speed accidents; pedestrian accidents; motorcycle accidents; bicycle accidents; vehicle damage evaluation; accident scene and vehicle inspection; demonstrative evidence preparation; expert testimony

CONNECTICUT

DANIEL W. O’NEILL, P.E.  ACTAR #750
Vliet & O’Neill, L.L.C.
48 Route 87
Columbia, CT 06237
(860) 533-1210
(860) 533-1374 FAX
e-mail: Dan@VO.necoxmail.com

Expertise: Motor vehicle accident reconstruction; expert witness; roadway design; traffic signal design.

FLORIDA

KEVIN C. BREEN
Engineering Systems, Inc.
12750 Commonwealth Drive
Ft. Myers, FL 33913
(941) 482-0500
e-mail: Kevinbreen@ESI-FL.com

Expertise: Accident reconstruction; testing, including crash testing; human factors; analysis; design analysis.

DONALD FOURNIER, JR., P.E.
Forensic Engineering Technologies, L.L.C.
255 Primera Boulevard  Suite 128
Lake Mary, FL 32746
(407) 333-2690
(407) 333-2485 FAX
e-mail: don.fournier@fet-eng.com

Expertise: Accident investigation and reconstruction involving trucks, cars and motorcycles.

JOHN LLOYD, Ph.D., C.P.E., CBIS
32824 Michigan Avenue
San Antonio, FL 33576
(813) 624-8986
e-mail: DrJohnLloyd@Tampabay.RR.com

Expertise: Motorcycle accident analysis, investigation and reconstruction; helmet analysis and testing; biomechanics of head and brain injury; human factors; bicycle accident analysis and reconstruction
JACK W. SPARKS
SERF, Inc.
P.O. Box 59
Cantonment, FL 32533
(850) 476-8203
e-mail: Drsparks@serfinc.com

Expertise: Accident reconstruction including trucks and automobiles, cranes and heavy equipment; biodynamics and biomechanics and crashworthiness of structures; machinery failure including mechanical and welded components, process and pressure equipment and conveying and lifting systems; analysis and computer modeling including PC Crash and crush analysis; animation of vehicular impacts; occupant biomechanics; ASME Code analysis for pressure vessels and tanks; finite element analysis for machinery; scaled CAD drawings and layouts; working models; dynamic analysis; photo modeler for presentations; 10,000 sq ft shop for testing.

GARY L. STEPHENS ACTAR #864
Stephens & Associates
P.O. Box 1030
Glen St. Mary, FL 32040-1030
(904) 259-1895
(831) 609-8516 FAX
e-mail: aigary@nefcom.net

Expertise: Accident reconstruction; tires; motorcycles; trucks; vehicle dynamics; pedestrians; lamp analysis; occupant kinematics; EDR “black box” downloads and interpretations; DOT compliance; crash testing/demonstrations; real-time first-person perspective video reenactments, slow motion, hi-definition

GEORGIA

RALPH CUNNINGHAM ACTAR #102
Ralph Cunningham, Inc.
1804 Thornhill Pass SE
Conyers, GA 30013
(770) 918-0973
(770) 918-8076 FAX
e-mail: ralph.cunningham@att.net
WEB www.RalphCunningham.net

Expertise: Motor vehicle accident reconstruction; component and system failure; evaluations, including tires; vehicular fire investigation (CRASH and non-CRASH)

SCOTT B. SHORT ACTAR #1616
62 Coiles Grove Road
Colbert, GA 30628
(706) 614-3752
e-mail: short451@windstream.net

Expertise: General crash investigation; forensic mapping; crash data retrieval; commercial vehicles; pedestrian/bicycle/motorcycles; cause analysis; speed calculations; photography and video; CAD drawings
ILLINOIS

SHAWN P. GYORKE
Crash Data Services, L.L.C.
P.O. Box 7292
Algonquin, IL 60102
(847) 217-6644

e-mail: info@crashdataservices.net
WEB: www.crashdataservices.net

Expertise: Expert investigation and analysis of personal injury and fatal traffic accidents; high- and low-speed collisions; pedestrian accidents; motorcycle accidents; car, truck and SUV accident; Crash Data Retrieval (black-box technology); and time, speed and distance scenarios.

KENTUCKY

JOSEPH E. STIDHAM
Stidham Reconstruction and Investigation
P.O. Box 632
Wooton, KY 41776
(606) 279-6043

e-mail: joeystidham@stidhamreconstruction.com

Expertise: Accident reconstruction; police methods and operations; human factors and traffic collision; commercial vehicle collision reconstruction; 3D animations; Event Data Recorder imaging and analysis

MARYLAND

WENDELL R. COVER  ACTAR #787
Cover Consulting, Inc.
1200-C Agora Drive Suite 192
Bel Air, MD 21014
(410) 803-1310

e-mail: wrcover@coverconsulting.com
Website www.coverconsulting.com

Expertise: Expert witness testimony; accident reconstruction; forensic mapping; Computer-Aided Drafting (CAD); photogrammetry; Crash Data Retrieval (CDR)

CHARLES D. PEMBLETON
C.D. Pembleton Associates
2711 Sprague Drive
Waldorf, MD 20601-3022
(301) 843-0048

e-mail: cdpembleton@comcast.net

Expertise: Full service professional accident reconstruction; collision dynamics analysis; relative speeds; human factors; expert court-qualified; accident reconstruction analysis; collision dynamics analysis; occupant/operator determination; tractor-trailer dynamics; collision avoidance; forensic photography and video services.
ROBERT SQUIRE  ACTAR #126
1151 Ridge Drive
Pasadena, MD  21122
(410) 952-2348

e-mail:  rsquire645@gmail.com

Expertise: Accident reconstruction; motor carrier safety and compliance

MASSACHUSETTS

STEPHEN R. BENANTI
50 Wood Street
Groveland, MA 01834
(978) 373-8328
(978) 373-8329 FAX

e-mail:  stephen.benanti@comcast.net

Expertise: Accident investigation and reconstruction

FRANCISCO MALDONADO, JR.
Lowell Police – Traffic Division
50 Arcand Drive
Lowell, MA 01852
(978) 937-3262
(978) 446-7067 FAX

e-mail:  FMaldonado@lowellma.gov

Expertise: Collision analysis and reconstruction; pedestrian accident reconstruction; forensic mapping and diagramming; 2D/3D animations; photography; certified crash data retrieval (CDR) technician

PETER MURPHY
Interstate Accident Reconstruction Consultants – IARC
1781 Old Keene Road
Athol, MA 01331
(978) 249-2796   cell (978) 337-2441

e-mail:  iarct@verizon.net

Expertise: Traffic accident investigation and reconstruction; truck collisions; pedestrian accidents; motorcycle crashes; bicycle accident, highway work zone crashes

DANIEL J. PARKKA  ACTAR #760
74 Old Toll Road
West Barnstable, MA 02668-1302
(508) 362-7705

e-mail:  parkka@comcast.net

Expertise: Motor vehicle accident reconstruction; pedestrian accident reconstruction; motorcycle accident reconstruction; time-distance analysis; sight distance analysis; damage-crush analysis.
MINNESOTA

ROGER J. BURGMEIER ACTAR #314
Burgmeier Consulting, Inc.
14790 113th Street South
Hastings, MN 55033-9438
(651) 437-2259
e-mail: rjb@burgmeierconsulting.com

Expertise: Services include, but are not limited to, detailed motor vehicle and pedestrian accident reconstructions, computer drafted accident scene diagrams featuring AUTOCAD, time-distance analyses, post-collision vehicle inspections, accident scene video and photography, expert court testimony.

MISSOURI

STANLEY T. OGLESBY ACTAR #62
Midwest Accident Reconstruction Services, L.C.
P.O. Box 101
Concordia, MO 64020
(660) 463-7006
(660) 463-7161 FAX

e-mail: soglesby@accidentinvestigation.com
WEB www.accidentinvestigation.com

Expertise: Accident reconstruction; large truck reconstruction; CVSA/MCSAP certified; automobile reconstruction.

NEW HAMPSHIRE

KENNA MARIE JOHNSTON
The Crash Lab, Inc.
P.O. Box 850
Hampton, NH 03843-0850
(603) 926-0624
(603) 929-0744 FAX
(603) 502-9021 cell

e-mail: kenna@thecrashlab.com
WEB www.thecrashlab.com

Expertise: Mechanical engineering; accident reconstruction; ACTAR accredited; ASE certified; commercial vehicle collisions; time/distance/speed analysis; visibility; headlight analysis; Crash Data Retrieval (CDR); vehicle inspection

BRUCE F. MCNALLY
McNally & Associates, ARS, LLC
P.O. Box 310
Rochester, NH 03866
(603) 516-4560

e-mail: bruce@mcnallyassociates.com

Expertise: Accident reconstruction and investigation.
NEW JERSEY

ROBERT D. KLINGEN
Klingen & Associates, L.L.C.
701 Ramapo Valley Road
Mahwah, NJ 07430
(201) 327-2125

e-mail: bob@klingenassociates.com

Expertise: Accident reconstruction, including investigation and expert testimony.

WALTER F. SUHAKA ACTAR #405
Suhaka and Associates
27 Dupont Terrace
Wayne, NJ 07470-6666
(973) 305-9000 telephone and FAX

e-mail: suhaka@optonline.net

Expertise: Accident investigation and reconstruction.

NEW YORK

ROBERT E. GENNA
P.O. Box 489
Commack, NY 11725-0489
(631) 853-5325

e-mail: rgenna53@hotmail.com

Expertise: Accident reconstruction; forensic analysis of trace evidence, i.e. paint, glass, fibers, hair, blood

OKLAHOMA

RONALD L. BLEVINS
Blevins Enterprises
10900 Lakeridge Run
Oklahoma City, OK 73170
(405) 641-2163
(405) 691-4189 FAX

e-mail: blevinsent@sbcglobal.net

Expertise: Identifying and interpreting physical evidence; 17 years’ collision investigation and reconstruction experience with Oklahoma City Police Department.
OREGON

SCOTT E. SKINNER  ACTAR #654
Collision Consulting and Reconstruction L.L.C.
4610 Power Road
Ontario, OR  97914
(541) 889-4258

e-mail: skinnerrecon654@hotmail.com

Expertise: Collision reconstruction; heavy truck collision reconstruction; heavy vehicle Event Data Recorder imaging; training in heavy truck collision reconstruction and post-crash inspections; 3D scale mapping and animations

PENNSYLVANIA

JAMES W. GUFFEY
15 Rolling Road
Cranberry Township, PA 16066
(724) 766-7187

e-mail: jmg1026@zoominternet.net

Expertise: Accident investigation and reconstruction

TEXAS

JAMES A. MOORE
JAM/MVA Reconstruction Service, Inc.
221 Cedar Tree Lane
Heath, TX 75032-5884
(972) 772-5000

e-mail: jimmoore@jammva.com

Expertise: General accident investigation and reconstruction; forensic mapping; case-related private investigative services.

CLYDE ROOKE
Rooke Reconstruction
2261 Northpark Drive Suite 318
Kingwood, TX  77339
(281) 713-8740

e-mail: clyde@rookerecon.com

Expertise: 29 years’ law enforcement experience with Houston Police Department; retired from Crash Reconstruction Unit of the Vehicular Crimes Division in August 2011; traffic accident investigations and reconstructions including: pedestrian, motorcycle, bicycle, truck tractor and semi trailers; vehicle dynamics and damage evaluations (CRUSH); accident scene and vehicle inspections; forensic mapping and scale diagramming; Crash Data Retrieval Technician and Analyst.
UTAH

GREGORY S. DUVAL  ACTAR #238
DuVal Investigations
793 N 1890 W #5
Provo, UT 84601
(801) 377-3585
(801) 377-3738 FAX

e-mail: gduval@duvalinvestigations.com

Expertise: Accident reconstruction; commercial vehicles; bicycles; motorcycles; pedestrians; scale diagramming; photography.

INTERNATIONAL

AUSTRALIA

R. JOHN RULLER
Road Accident Investigation Service P/L
P.O. Box 174
Brighton, Tasmania
AUSTRALIA  7030
(011)(614) 1779-1899
(e-mail: rruller@bigpond.net.au

Expertise: Accident investigation and reconstruction

CANADA

GORDON M. JENISH, P.E.
Jenish Forensic Engineering
74 Park Road
South Oshawa, Ontario CANADA L1J 4G9
(905) 404-9285
(905) 404-9843 FAX

e-mail: gmj@jenish.ca

Expertise: Vehicle accident reconstruction; defect analysis; marine, bicycle, motorcycle, and commercial vehicle accident investigations; fire investigations; product liability.
GUNTER P. SIEGMUND
MEA Forensic Engineers & Scientists
11-11151 Horseshoe Way
Richmond, British Columbia
CANADA V7A 4S5
(604) 277-3040
(604) 277-3020 FAX
e-mail: gunter.siegmund@meaforensic.com

Expertise: Motor vehicle accident reconstruction; fire investigation; custom instrumentation and product testing; computer animation.

SINGAPORE

ROGER GAN (SONG SING)
661 Changi Road
Singapore 419952
(65) 67495955
(65) 67422155 FAX
e-mail: gan.roger@yahoo.com.sg

Expertise: Traffic accident investigation and reconstruction; vehicle inspection and valuation; automotive parts failure investigation; mediation or automotive repair dispute; expert witness

KELVIN KOAY (HEAN LYE) ACTAR #978
Block 487
Segar Road #06-550
Singapore 670487
e-mail: pcs892001@yahoo.co.uk

Expertise: Accident investigation and reconstruction; professional engineer and specialist's reports; mechanical inspection and assessing - motor vehicles, plants and machinery; mechanical and automotive engineering consultancy services; skills and management training services.